
Qtrac CF takes your single-line queue to the next level, 
using wireless technology, digital signage, and register 
lights to transform the checkout experience.

Provide Social Distancing
Eliminate crowds around checkout stands and keep the main aisle  

clear while using digital signage to inform customers of store policies.

Increase Service Rate / Decrease Wait Times
Optimize the entire checkout experience with an efficient “hailing”  

process that reduces the time between services, while  

decreasing real and perceived wait times.

Boost Profits
Use Qtrac’s built-in digital signage to promote, market, and inform  

a captive audience. An even bigger win when combined with  

NeXtrac In-Queue Merchandising Fixtures.

Single-line queuing. 
Evolved.
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Digital signage capitalizes on a  
captive audience to promote,  
advertise, and inform.

Integrated register lights help guide 
customers to open checkout registers.

Digital screens display clear audio and 
visual directions, increasing service 
rates and reducing wait times.



A HOLISTIC QUEUING SOLUTION
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Decrease Average Wait Time

A more efficient hailing process  
increases customer flow and drives  

down average wait times.

Increase Customer Throughput

Minimizing confusion about open registers 
reduces service lag and helps spread 

loads more evenly, increasing efficiency.

Reduce Perceived Wait Time

Digital signage keeps waiting customers 
occupied, a proven way to reduce the 

perception of passing time.

Drive Impulse Sales

For retailers, Qtrac CF’s digital signage 
delivers marketing and advertising 

opportunities to a captive audience.

Install Quickly and Easily

Qtrac CF is technology at its finest.  
Simply mount the LCD, plug in the  

remotes and it’s good to go!

Watch  
the video

Download  
Case Study

Browse Grocery  
Solutions

NeXtrac  
Store Fixtures
In-queue fixtures 
help increase 
impulse sales.
LEARN MORE >

Safety & Social 
Distancing
Gates and stickers 
keep customers & 
employees safe.
LEARN MORE >

Qtrac Electronic 
Queuing
Digital queuing 
speeds service rate 
for faster checkout.
LEARN MORE >

Signage 
Solutions
Inform, direct, 
promote and 
advertise.
LEARN MORE >

Stanchions  
and Barriers
Create organized 
lines that increase 
efficiency.
LEARN MORE >

Experience the benefits of a 
Qtrac Single Line Queue.
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As part of an integrated checkout solution, Qtrac CF Electronic Queuing 
becomes a powerful tool to decrease wait times, increase revenue, and 
improve the customer experience.
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